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Abstract

An integral part of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate’s (S&T) mission is to conduct research, development, testing, and evaluation (RDT&E) on technologies or topics related to improving homeland security and combating terrorism. Some S&T RDT&E activities use volunteers to test, evaluate, provide feedback, or otherwise collect data on certain research topics, technologies, equipment, and capabilities related to S&T’s mission. Volunteer RDT&E activities require the collection of a range of information from volunteers including work experience, biographic data and images. RDT&E activities will vary in the types and breadth of data elements and information collected from volunteers. S&T is conducting this Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) to establish protections for all volunteer S&T RTD&E activities. Volunteer RDT&E activities that are covered by the PIA are listed in the appendix, updated periodically.

Overview

S&T’s mission is to improve homeland security by providing state-of-the-art technology that helps DHS achieve its goals. One of the ways S&T accomplishes its mission is by evaluating the performance and utility of a homeland security technology, equipment, or capability in a laboratory or simulated operational setting using research volunteers. Other activities that S&T supports are basic research projects conducted to test or verify hypotheses, theories, or other topics related to homeland security. From testing and evaluation activities to basic research projects, S&T may require the use of and collection of data from human subject volunteers.

S&T funds through contracts or research/testing teams (hereby referred to as contracted researchers) to conduct the RDT&E activity, whether it is a testing and evaluation project or basic research project. At the conclusion of the RDT&E activities, contracted researchers will produce a final report for S&T containing research analyses and conclusions based on the RDT&E activities. Contracted researchers will destroy all the data collected at the conclusion of the project, after the final report is compiled. The final report will only contain aggregate data.

To evaluate a technology or to conduct basic research, projects require differing amounts of information from volunteers — from as little as their name to more extensive specifics such as their medical history. A continuum can be used to show how and why varying amounts of information collected from the volunteers correlates to the level of privacy risks towards a person. At one end of the continuum, the RDT&E activity is focused on the effectiveness or utility of a piece of equipment or technology, which may include a first responder location device, protective gear and apparel, or a radiation detector for example. The focus of the RDT&E activity is solely on the equipment, not on the person using the equipment, therefore only basic contact information about a person may be required so researchers can get in touch with the volunteer to coordinate the tests. At the other end of the continuum, the RDT&E activity may be focused on indicators or signals collected off an individual’s body or person and the project is focused on what that individual is feeling, thinking, and responding to in certain instances.

Figure A illustrates the continuum of the focus of the RDT&E activity and how it relates to risk to a volunteer’s privacy:
An example of an RDT&E activity at one end of the continuum (minimal risk to privacy) is testing equipment like a boot that enables a firefighter to quickly and safely run wet staircases or provide the best heat resistance; the results only show the performance of the boot and conclude which boot is most effective and why. During this testing and evaluation activity on the boots, the researchers will take into consideration the volunteers’ input and feedback, along with other information, including limited biographic information (e.g., work-related experience), to conduct their analysis on the utility and effectiveness of the boot. The analysis of the results will not include data on the firefighter or data identifying the firefighter in any way. The data will focus on the volunteers’ opinions of the boot, not on their identity. Photographs or video/audio recordings may be captured to further demonstrate how these boots function in a simulated operational environment.

The opposite end of the continuum (higher risk to privacy) includes projects where contracted researchers will need to know an individual’s heart rate or blood pressure and ask personal questions (e.g., medical history) about the volunteer. An example is conducting research to determine how various factors, including biological traits (e.g., fatigue) impact baggage screener performance. Volunteers for this particular example may include professional baggage screeners. The researchers may collect other information like electrical brain activity or eye movement to determine how these traits, relevant to fatigue, can impair alertness and vigilance. Supplemental information, such as medical history (including smoking habits), may be collected to further support analysis of this data. This data is related to each volunteer’s performance in a laboratory or simulated setting and enables researchers to conduct their cause and effect analysis to address the research question.
Testing and evaluation of biometric technologies is an example of the types of research activities that fall in the middle of the continuum. The focus of the RDT&E activity is still on the effectiveness and utility of the technology; however, to conduct a meaningful test, researchers will have to collect biometric information from volunteers. While the biometric data will only be analyzed to determine the use of the technology, the collection of biometric information raises some privacy risks.

For all of the RDT&E activities covered under this PIA, the identification of the person is not important to the project. The collection of information related to the volunteer’s identity is only needed for paperwork requirements, records, and payment. Additionally, this information is not linked to the research data and will not be included in any analysis of the data. Furthermore, contracted researchers must obtain signed informed consent forms from all volunteers prior to any data collection. (Please see item 4 below for additional information on forms).

The Privacy Office will analyze and assess RDT&E activities based on the information and data elements collected from the volunteer with the associated privacy protections used to mitigate the privacy risks and determine where it falls on the continuum.

The Privacy Office will use the Privacy Threshold Assessment (PTA) process to evaluate each volunteer project to determine if the project is covered by this PIA or whether a separate PIA is required. The Privacy Office will consider how the RDT&E activity impacts the privacy of the volunteers or potentially, the public, be it physical, biographical or identity related.

This PIA covers the collection of information related to the research volunteer including but not limited to, biographical information such as the volunteer’s name, height, age, vision, biological traits, location, biometrics, facial images, discipline field (i.e., fire, emergency medical service (EMS), law enforcement), and years of related work experience, retired or active status; survey and interview information to obtain feedback in test or research settings; contact information to coordinate and schedule tests with the volunteers; and photographs and video recordings that capture audio and images of volunteers. This information enables contracted researchers to conduct analyses based on a broad range of physical and professional characteristics.

All projects covered by this PIA must meet the following requirements:

1. Members of the public (i.e., non volunteers) will not be the subject of the testing activities.
2. If there is any accidental or incidental collection of PII of non-volunteers like the capture of a person’s face from an area surveillance camera, then it will be minimized by blurring out the faces of any non-volunteer passersby.
3. If a camera is used notice will be posted to alert the public and a location will be chosen that is easily partitioned from the public.
4. The research team obtains the signed, written informed consent of each participant explaining the particular research activity, the information to be collected and how that information will be used. The informed consent will also describe what information will be in the final report, who will write the report and how long the report could be retained.
5. S&T will only receive a final report containing aggregate data and photos. S&T will not see or receive the data in any other format than a final report.

6. The final report to S&T may include photographs or video recordings of the tests or volunteers. The contracted researchers use the photograph and video recordings to demonstrate how to use technology, equipment or capability in operational or research settings. For example, if the testing is for a piece of equipment like a special helmet a firefighter might wear then photographs and or video will show the correct way to wear the equipment. The photos or videos further support determinations regarding the value of the testing and evaluation, and determine the readiness of the technology for deployment or next phase of a research program. In such cases, no personal identifiers will be used to link the images or videos to the individual volunteer. When possible the focus of the images or video will be of the equipment, technology or topic and not of the identity of the volunteer.

7. The contracted researchers will destroy all data containing PII when the analyses are complete and the final report is released to S&T. Only anonymized or de-identified data will be retained after the completion of the final report.

Only programs that adhere to these standards will be covered by this PIA and listed in the appendix. All other research programs will require a separate PIA.

Section 1.0 Authorities and Other Requirements

1.1 What specific legal authorities and/or agreements permit and define the collection of information by the project in question?

The Homeland Security Act of 2002 [Public Law 1007-296, §302(4)] authorizes the Science and Technology Directorate to conduct “basic and applied research, development, demonstration, testing, and evaluation activities that are relevant to any or all elements of the Department, through both intramural and extramural programs.” In exercising its responsibility under the Homeland Security Act, S&T is authorized to collect information, as appropriate, to support R&D related to improving the security of the homeland.


This project will collect data pertaining to individuals who volunteer to participate in S&T funded RDT&E activities when those activities are conducted to support the Department and/or S&T customer’s missions and needs.

1.2 What Privacy Act System of Records Notice(s) (SORN(s)) apply to the information?

1.3 Has a system security plan been completed for the information system(s) supporting the project?

S&T in conjunction with the contracted research team will complete a system security plan before research begins, if applicable.

When there is a collaborative effort with other DHS components, S&T and the other components will complete a system security plan, if applicable. S&T will not receive or have access to any of the information collected or created for the activities; S&T will receive a final report which contains only aggregate data.

1.4 Does a records retention schedule approved by the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) exist?

S&T projects covered by this PIA will consult with the S&T Records Retention Officer to determine the appropriate retention for the final report. Retention schedules will reflect the timeline of the experiment and the need to keep data up to date and accurate. It is recommended that reports be reviewed every 3 years and discarded if no longer applicable.

Projects covered by this PIA are listed in the appendix and updated periodically.

1.5 If the information is covered by the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA), provide the OMB Control number and the agency number for the collection. If there are multiple forms, include a list in an appendix.

If the information that is being collected by S&T falls under the purview of the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) requirements, then it is incumbent upon the S&T program manager to coordinate with the S&T PRA Office to complete the PRA documentation. If the information collected does not fall under the purview of the PRA, no additional action is needed by the S&T program manager.

Section 2.0 Characterization of the Information

The following questions are intended to define the scope of the information requested and/or collected as well as reasons for its collection.

2.1 Identify the information the project collects, uses, disseminates, or maintains.

Research projects involving volunteers collect PII and relevant biographic data about the volunteers. This data may include but is not limited to: volunteer’s name, height, age, vision, location, biological traits, biometrics, facial images, discipline field (i.e., fire, emergency medical service (EMS),
law enforcement), and years of related work experience, retired or active status; survey and interview information to obtain feedback in test settings; contact information to coordinate and schedule tests with the volunteers; and photographs and video recordings that capture audio and images of volunteers. The project will collect PII about the volunteers only.

The data S&T receives about the volunteers exists in aggregate form only and is contained in a report. The contracted researchers destroy all data containing PII once the final report is completed.

The project also collects non-personally identifiable information regarding research topics (e.g., the machine, equipment or instruments used in the research). This information might include data read outs, assessments of advantages or failures, video of the equipment in use, images, temperature, structural integrity and other machine related data.

2.2 What are the sources of the information and how is the information collected for the project?

Information is collected directly from the volunteers involved in the project. Individuals provide their information voluntarily through surveys, interviews, and consent forms.

Information is collected by the S&T contracted researchers who perform the RDT&E activity. S&T will not collect any information; S&T only receives a final report at the conclusion of the activity, which contains only aggregate data.

2.3 Does the project use information from commercial sources or publicly available data? If so, explain why and how this information is used.

No. Research projects covered by this PIA do not use commercial or publicly available data as it relates to the volunteers.

2.4 Discuss how accuracy of the data is ensured.

Information is collected directly from individuals who volunteer information and is assumed to be accurate.

2.5 Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Characterization of the Information

Privacy Risk: More information than necessary and sensitive information like Social Security number will be collected from volunteers.

Mitigation: Only the information necessary to actually perform and administer the research will be collected. As part of the development of the research, S&T Privacy and DHS Privacy Office will review the data elements documented in the PTA. The contracted researchers will explain the specifics of the data collection in the informed consent forms given to volunteers prior to beginning the program. Additionally, the contracted researchers will explain what data will be included in the final report and in what form.
Privacy Risk: Information from individuals who are not volunteers (anyone who has not signed the informed consent) may be collected.

Mitigation: The research team will review the photos and video collected and minimize the data using techniques like blurring to reduce collection of non-volunteer images. Data collection will be minimized since S&T will receive only a final report which will contain only aggregate data.

Section 3.0 Uses of the Information

The following questions require a clear description of the project’s use of information.

3.1 Describe how and why the project uses the information.

S&T contracted researchers will collect the information to enable them to evaluate the performance of a device or analyze a hypothesis or theory across a broad range of physical and professional (or other relevant) characteristics. The video and audio capture also demonstrates how equipment or technologies are properly used and may support further analyses.

Data like years of related work experience of a volunteer, employment position and number of years in a particular position could be a factor in determining the success of the tested product. For example, if the testing is for a piece of equipment like a special helmet a firefighter might wear then photographs and or video will show the correct way to wear the equipment. The photos or videos further support determinations regarding the value of the testing, and determine the readiness of the technology for deployment. When possible the focus of the images or video will be of the equipment and not of the face of the volunteer.

Once the RDT&E activity is completed the data is consolidated by the researchers into a final report that is given to S&T. After the report is finished all data containing PII is deleted; the final report that S&T receives contains only aggregate data.

The description of the data in the report will be included in the informed consent notice given to volunteers before the beginning of the RDT&E activity. The data in the report will be stripped of identifying information but remain useful toward the research. For example, data regarding the research will not be reported in single numbers but in an aggregate form. So if there is only one male volunteer in the research team then his information will be grouped with the others in the report because otherwise his identity could easily be determined.

3.2 Does the project use technology to conduct electronic searches, queries, or analyses in an electronic database to discover or locate a predictive pattern or an anomaly? If so, state how DHS plans to use such results.

No.
3.3 **Are there other components with assigned roles and responsibilities within the system?**

No.

3.4 **Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to the Uses of Information**

**Privacy Risk:** Whenever PII is collected there is a risk the information may be used in an unauthorized way or collect information unrelated to conducting the research.

**Mitigation:** The contracted researchers will only use the data to analyze and evaluate the project and prepare the final report. In the informed consent forms issued to volunteers the contracted researchers will explain how the information will be used, what information will be collected and what data will be placed in the final report.

The researchers will receive training on how to handle PII and steps to mitigate the risk. S&T will receive a final report containing only aggregate data and all data containing PII will be deleted upon completion of the report.

**Section 4.0 Notice**

The following questions seek information about the project’s notice to the individual about the information collected, the right to consent to uses of said information, and the right to decline to provide information.

4.1 **How does the project provide individuals notice prior to the collection of information? If notice is not provided, explain why not.**

Notice is provided to all of the volunteers in written form which they are required to sign before the data collection begins and through informed consent forms. Each collection of data is immediately preceded by notice regarding the scope and purpose of collecting the information. All consent forms have Privacy Act Statements (these notices are required under 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)) and at the time of collection these provide individuals with notice of the voluntary nature of the collection and the authority to collect the information. Please see Appendix B for sample Privacy Act Statement.

4.2 **What opportunities are available for individuals to consent to uses, decline to provide information, or opt out of the project?**

Volunteers sign informed consent forms before participating in the RDT&E activity. Individuals are not required to provide their information and are participating on a voluntary basis. However, if they choose to not provide complete information as requested, they may not be able to participate in the research.
4.3 **Privacy Impact Analysis:** Related to Notice

**Privacy Risk:** Non-volunteers or passersby may be mistakenly caught on video or in photos if the research takes place on public property.

**Mitigation:** Most of the research will occur on private property, in laboratories or simulated test settings, and away from the public. If the public is nearby then privacy minimization techniques will be used including blurring images and posting notices to inform the public of the experiments. The testing team will notify all volunteers of their participation in the testing activities either orally or in writing, or both so there will be little risk of individuals unaware of collection.

**Privacy Risk:** Incomplete notice to volunteers.

**Mitigation:** The program will submit copies of their informed consent forms for review by the Privacy Office.

**Section 5.0 Data Retention by the project**

The following questions are intended to outline how long the project retains the information after the initial collection.

5.1 **Explain how long and for what reason the information is retained.**

The research team retains the information only for as long as it takes to conduct the analysis and complete the final report. PII will be deleted from the data as soon as the report is finished. De-identified or anonymized data may be maintained indefinitely as reference material or to support future research.

S&T will retain the report, containing testing results and potentially videos and photographs, in accordance to the NARA approved schedule. It is recommended that reports be reviewed every three years and discarded if no longer applicable.

All projects covered under this PIA are listed in the appendix and updated periodically.

5.2 **Privacy Impact Analysis:** Related to Retention

**Privacy Risk:** Data is out of date.

**Mitigation:** All appropriate physical and technical safeguards will be used to secure the data. This will include locking all information in a safe when not used and using firewalls and encryption techniques to protect any information stored on electronic devices. PII in the data will be deleted as soon as the report is finished.

**Section 6.0 Information Sharing**

The following questions are intended to describe the scope of the project information sharing external to the Department. External sharing encompasses sharing with other federal, state and local government, and private sector entities.
6.1 Is information shared outside of DHS as part of the normal agency operations? If so, identify the organization(s) and how the information is accessed and how it is to be used.

Only the final report will be shared outside of DHS. The final report is shared with interested parties, especially those who may acquire or deploy the tested technology, equipment, or capability such as local first responders. These parties may find the results of the testing useful when considering what equipment will work best for their circumstances. The final report received by these groups will contain only aggregate data.

S&T contracted researchers will not share any personal, demographic, biographic, interview, and survey information with any external organizations. Instead, they will produce a final report, which will contain only aggregate data.

6.2 Describe how the external sharing noted in 6.1 is compatible with the SORN noted in 1.2.

The final report will contain only aggregate data which results in no sharing of data outside of DHS.

6.3 Does the project place limitations on re-dissemination?

There is no limitation on re-dissemination of the final report since there will be no identifying data in the final report.

6.4 Describe how the project maintains a record of any disclosures outside of the Department.

The final report is released outside the department to parties who may be interested in the results of the RDT&E activities. The report will be shared with first responders and others in the disaster relief community.

6.5 Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Information Sharing

**Privacy Risk:** Volunteers could be identified when information is shared.

**Mitigation:** The contracted researchers will ensure that images or videos included in the final report will not include names or any identifying features. When possible, the images will be only of the equipment and not capture the face. If any facial features are captured the image will be blurred.

**Section 7.0 Redress**

The following questions seek information about processes in place for individuals to seek redress which include accessing to records about themselves, ensuring the accuracy of the information collected about them, filing complaints.
7.1 What are the procedures that allow individuals to access their information?

The contracted researchers will allow the volunteers access to the information the volunteers provided. Volunteers can gain access to information by contacting the program manager and/or the testing staff. The testing team will notify volunteers of such mechanisms during the initial briefing, prior to the start of the project.

The contracted researchers will provide a Privacy Act (e)(3) statement on every informed consent form.

Individuals may request access to information that may have been retained pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Privacy Act and the DHS Privacy Act regulation at 6 CFR Section 5.21 by submitting a Freedom of Information Act / Privacy Act (FOIA/PA) request to S&T in writing by mail to the following address:

S&T FOIA Coordinator, Mail Stop: 2100
Department of Homeland Security
245 Murray Lane, SW
Washington, DC 20528

The FOIA / PA request must contain the following information: Full name, current address, date and place of birth, telephone number, and email address (optional). Privacy Act requesters must either provide a notarized and signed request or sign the request pursuant to penalty of perjury, 28 U.S.C. § 1746.

7.2 What procedures are in place to allow the subject individual to correct inaccurate or erroneous information?

Volunteers will have the opportunity to correct any information on the informed consent form or surveys prior to submission. Also, after submission, volunteers may contact program staff to change any data or have it deleted.

7.3 How does the project notify individuals about the procedures for correcting their information?

The contracted researchers will notify volunteers of procedures for correcting their information during the initial briefing, prior to starting the project. The researchers will collect information directly from the volunteer research participants and provide the individuals the opportunity to correct inaccurate or erroneous information at the time of collection. The informed consent forms will include information on how to correct or access their information.

7.4 Privacy Impact Analysis: Related to Redress

**Privacy Risk:** Volunteers may give incorrect data and want to correct it later.
Mitigation: The contracted researchers will notify volunteers of procedures for correcting their information during the initial briefing, prior to starting the project. Individuals will be provided the opportunity to correct inaccurate or erroneous information at any time during the project. Because the projects are for RDT&E purposes, inaccurate information will have no impact on the volunteer.

Section 8.0 Auditing and Accountability

The following questions are intended to describe technical and policy based safeguards and security measures.

8.1 How does the project ensure that the information is used in accordance with stated practices in this PIA?

The contracted researchers will conduct regular audits and employ technical safeguards on computer systems where the volunteers’ information is kept, which are intended to prevent the misuse of data. Depending on the researchers performing the test, some or all of the safeguards may be in place. S&T will work with the contractors to ensure those responsible for securing the data have adequate controls in place. Any additional controls will be documented in the PTA.

These measures may include, but are not limited to:

1. An internal firewall protecting the network to which the workstations are connected.
2. A secondary firewall protecting all servers, which include email servers and departmental servers.
3. Multi-tiered antivirus, antimalware, and anti-spam software and program packages to protect the network.
4. The testing team may audit the network, and provide alerts if it identifies questionable activity. They may also initiate a manual process to monitor and investigate any suspicious activity.
5. Network security procedures and practices may be audited each year by an external agency.

The auditing mechanisms that are used during the RDT&E activities may depend on the researchers executing the tests; there may be variations of the identified safeguards and audit capabilities in place. S&T will ensure that the safeguards listed above are recognized as a minimum requirement for all projects.

8.2 Describe what privacy training is provided to users either generally or specifically relevant to the project.

All S&T and contracted researchers working on these projects will receive initial and annual privacy training. S&T provides web-based privacy awareness training to all members of a testing team involved in the project. The training will provide guidance to the testing teams on how to safeguard, store, and handle PII properly in their possession.
8.3 What procedures are in place to determine which users may access the information and how does the project determine who has access?

Only authorized members of the research team working directly on a specific project will have access to the system. One or more layers of access control (badge, ID number/PIN number, file encryption and video surveillance system) will protect the workstation location. Encryption, username and password privileges will protect the computer and network. Access to documents requires file-level permission.

8.4 How does the project review and approve information sharing agreements, MOUs, new uses of the information, new access to the system by organizations within DHS and outside?

All reports will be reviewed periodically for accuracy and relevance. All data containing PII leading up to the report will be deleted and destroyed by the contracted researchers.
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Appendix A

Systems Covered by the S&T Volunteers PIA

- First Responder Technologies (R-Tech)
  
  The R-Tech program tests personal protective equipment (PPE), such as gloves and helmets that first responders don for protection in emergency situations. S&T will retain information until a final report is compiled, which takes approximately one year. Once final analyses and evaluations are made and published, the testing team will destroy all PII. R-Tech will not create or set up any IT systems during any of the research projects so no system security plan has been completed. R-Tech will share final reports with the first responder community through the R-Tech FirstResponder.gov website, which has a valid authority to operate. Project Manager: Sonja Rodriguez, 202-254-5867. May 13, 2010.

  o R-Tech Volunteer EMS Backboard Cover
  o R-Tech Pipe Bomb End Cap Removal Robot

- System Assessment and Validation for Emergency Responders (SAVER) program
  
  The SAVER program conducts objective testing and evaluation activities on commercially available first responder equipment to better inform procurement decisions of the emergency responder community. The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) does not apply to SAVER since the program uses nine or less volunteers. The data will be retained for 8-10 months and then destroyed upon completion of the final report. Additionally, there is no security plan because SAVER does not build or integrate IT infrastructure but there are protections such as encryption and limited access established to protect the data. Project Manager: John Pennella, 202-254-6907. June 17, 2010

  o SAVER Surveillance
  o SAVER Barriers
  o SAVER High Sensitivity Radionuclide Detectors
  o SAVER Outer Work Gloves
  o SAVER Tactical/Climbing Protective Boots
  o SAVER Personal Alarming Radiation Detectors (Gamma and Neutron)
  o SAVER Mobile Command Vehicles
  o SAVER Remotely Piloted Vehicles
  o SAVER Credentialing Systems
  o SAVER Data Fusion Synthesis
  o SAVER Laser Range Finder
  o SAVER Fiber Optic Kit
  o SAVER Spotting Scopes
• SAVER Law Enforcement Surveillance Wearable Cameras
• SAVER Underwater Body Bags
• SAVER Surface Swift Water Dry Suits
• SAVER Alert Notification
• SAVER Swift Water Rescue Fins
• SAVER Medical Suction Devices
• SAVER EOD Disrupters
• SAVER Personnel Identification Systems
• SAVER Explosive Entry Equipment
• SAVER Dive Computers-Gauges
• SAVER Diver Propulsion Vehicles
• SAVER Law Enforcement Surveillance Equipment, Telecommunication Intercept
• SAVER Laser Aiming Devices
• SAVER Weapons Mounted Scope
• SAVER Weapons Mounted Lights
• SAVER Covert Wearable Cameras
• SAVER Ventilators
• SAVER Handheld Raman Spectrometers
• SAVER Rotary Rescue Saws
• SAVER Intravenous (IV) Infusion Pumps
• SPEKTOR Digital Forensics

• Person-borne improvised explosive devices (PIEDs)

  The PIED program researches the use of multi-spectral and Millimeter Wave (MMW) imaging and acoustic technologies to aid in the detection of Person-borne improvised explosive devices (PIEDs). Volunteers will be used only in a laboratory setting and the images produced contain no PII. Project Manager: Thomas Coty, 202-254-5857. July 15, 2010

• Nonlinear Acoustics

  Nonlinear Acoustics will research and develop a non-imaging technology that uses acoustics, or sound waves, to detect concealed threats (handguns, IEDs, etc.) on a person. The technology uses the interaction of sound waves with a person, his/her clothing, and any object that may be concealed to determine whether there are any unexpected objects or anomalies present. All volunteers will receive notice and sign informed consent forms prior to any data collection. The images produced contain no PII
and S&T will receive a final report and periodic updates regarding the technology and research results. Project Manager: Thomas Coty, 202-254-5857. September 24, 2010

- **First Responder Coping Mechanism for PTSD**

  The purpose of this multi-stage project is to identify and understand coping mechanisms among First Responders against the negative effects of PTSD. All participation is voluntary, and throughout all stages of the study, the research team provides informed consent forms to volunteers and follows confidentiality procedures. This project collects information from First Responders on issues related to resilience, PTSD, and job-related stress as well as coping mechanisms, community factors, and specific personal characteristics and experiences that may impact resilience. In addition, socio-demographic variables (including gender, age, current marital status, number of dependent children, race/ethnicity, occupation, etc.) are collected. Although the research team conducting this project collects PII, individuals’ names are not included in either the analysis databases or any resulting reports. Further, if the research team is concerned that an individual may be re-identified based on his/her unique demographic characteristics, they do not specify these characteristics in the report. Neither S&T nor any other U.S. government office receives or has access to any PII during the course of the project. Project Manager: Allison G. Smith, 202-254-2357. December 29, 2010

- **Pipe Bomb End Cap Removal Robot.**

  The DHS First Responder Technologies Program has contracted with DDL OMNI to perform operational field evaluation of a pipe bomb end cap removal robot for use by bomb squads. The purpose is to validate that the product generated by the First Responder Technologies program is useful in the field under real-world conditions. The robot will be tested in real-world scenarios such as stowing the robot, performing maintenance functions, disabling pipes by unscrewing and cutting, and collecting the evidence within the pipe. Project Manager: Christine Lee, 202-254-6397. April 14, 2011

- **Volunteers Backboard Cover Study**

  The backboard cover is fitted over a standard backboard to prevent contamination of the backboard by bodily fluids such as blood, urine, feces, and vomit. The cover is used once and then disposed. The backboard cover will be tested in real-world scenarios such as stowing the covers, applying the covers to backboard in a variety of conditions such as simulated inclement weather, recovering and transporting a patient on the backboard with the cover intact, and removing the cover. Volunteers will be qualified emergency medical services providers who bring their own equipment. The volunteers will act as emergency medical services providers and/or as simulated victims. Project Manager: Gregory Price, 202-254-6720. April 14, 2011

- **Airport Dynamics**

  The purpose of this project is to assess the independent impact that two variables have on airport x-ray screening task, and to assess the impact of those variables’ interaction in an airport x-ray screening task. The two variables studied in this project are image resolution (on the x-ray screen interface) and the pressure baggage screeners feel from an authority figure regarding throughput and accuracy of their performance. The primary question that researchers aim to address is: could reducing image ambiguity (through increasing image/screen...
resolution) reduce effects of social pressure on the Transportation Security Officers (TSOs)? Specifically, can increasing image resolution alter response bias towards a greater willingness to say “threat present?” If a prohibited item is very apparent, rather than ambiguous, TSOs may be more willing to justify slowing throughput in order to perform a bag check. To answer these questions, both variables need to be examined in the same study. This has not been done to date. TSOs volunteers will be used to conduct this study in a simulated test environment. Project Manager: Janae Lockett-Reynolds, 202-254-2481. August 26, 2011

- **Study, Testing, and Analysis of Alternatives of Biometric Systems (BSAS)**

  In this project, the National Safeskies Alliance (NSSA) will purchase and test about ten commercial iris scan and facial recognition biometric technologies for the U.S. Secret Service (USSS). The testing at NSSA sites will utilize volunteer participants from NSSA (NSSA employees) in simulated test environments which mimic settings that are of interest to USSS. During the test, NSSA will capture iris and/or facial images of the volunteers, and attempt to match them to a database of volunteers’ images that were captured and compiled at the start of the testing activities. Each volunteer is assigned a subject number; names and other identifying information is not used in the tests. NSSA will analyze results to confirm vendor performance claims, recommend biometric systems for USSS acquisition and present findings to support USSS acquisition requirements. Program Manager: Douglas Bauer, 202.254.6040, April 20, 2012.
Appendix B

Sample Privacy Act Statement

**DHS Authority to Collect This Information:** The Homeland Security Act of 2002 [Public Law 1007-296, §302(4)] authorizes the Science and Technology Directorate to conduct “basic and applied research, development, demonstration, testing, and evaluation activities that are relevant to any or all elements of the Department, through both intramural and extramural programs.” In exercising its responsibility under the Homeland Security Act, S&T is authorized to collect information, as appropriate, to support R&D related to improving the security of the homeland.

**Principal Purposes:** DHS S&T, or researchers conducting research on behalf of S&T, will collect contact information and limited personally identifiable information from volunteers participating in DHS S&T funded research, development, testing, and evaluation activities. This information will be used to [insert purpose of data collection].

**Routine Uses and Sharing:** In general, DHS will not use this information for any purpose other than the purpose stated above. However, DHS may release this information of an individual on a case-by-case basis as described in the DHS/S&T-001 Research, Development, Test and Evaluation System of Records Notice (SORN), which can be found at: www.dhs.gov/privacy

**Disclosure:** You may opt not to provide the requested information or to provide only some of the information DHS requests. If you opt not to provide some or all of the requested information, you may not be able to participate in this activity.